
FIVE FORCES MODEL IN BAKERY INDUSTRY

Porter's Five Forces analysis is useful when trying to understand the competitive environment facing a given industry. It
involves looking at.

With the current inflation, individuals may just substitute to home-cooked food where they can have their food
according to their own taste and preferences. Powerful suppliers in Services sector use their negotiating power
to extract higher prices from the firms in Specialty Eateries field. Managers at Panera Bread Company can not
only use Porter Five Forces to develop a strategic position with in Specialty Eateries industry but also can
explore profitable opportunities in whole Services sector. Costa, Starbucks are all competing to be number one
in the market and have similar corporate goals. There are almost zero switching costs for customers, which
promotes price wars. This is the reason why some small bakeries disappeared just a short period after their
showing up. Applied to the bakery industry it shows an average net profit that typically does not cover the cost
of capital due to low barriers to entry, ease of production and ease of access to ingredients. After the following
4 years, more bakeries grew up into comparable competitors, sharing the market shares with former top five.
Many hawkers have seen this and are now posting nutrition information because customers are more likely to
visit a stall that posts the information. Such as schools, hotels and enterprise units, etc. Also, hawkers could
increase their dinner offerings to increase their sales and customers at off peak hours instead of just focusing
on the lunch-time hour. For individuals, they purchase small quantity products every time and their consuming
behaviors are random. Farm products such as flour, eggs, sugar and oil, are the main materials of the baked
products; therefore, numbers of suppliers are in competition. The other one is group customers that always
sign big bills with bakeries; these customers own a relative powerful bargaining capability. The UK
commercial property market is landlord-driven and controlled; premium locations in the UK are scarce and
command high prices with most of the favourable locations within town centres, airports and train stations
already being occupied by existing competitors. The hawkers could also continue to focus on a healthy menu
to meet customer demands. This also allows interaction between customers and employees. Milling and Cake
baking industries are strongly connected due to flour being the most important input in the latter, and the latter
being the most important customer of the former. Threat of Substitutes Blissfully Sweet will face threat of
substitutes from local bakeries that are found more convenient by being simply located in local grocery stores.
The threat of a substitute product or service is high if it offers a value proposition that is uniquely different
from present offerings of the industry. As a result, one of the two stores shut down after one year because of
the high leverage. By building economies of scale so that it can lower the fixed cost per unit. One includes
individual consumers, and the other one; organizations. Two new rivalries have quickly promoted their market
share during a very short period. However, numerous economic studies have affirmed that different industries
can sustain different levels of profitability; part of this difference is explained by industry structure.


